WArMUp Association is
officially created since
15th February 2014
(publication at the Official
Journal)

We propose various

Best of MorphOS
January - February 2014

projects for MorphOS
users as:
- this webzine;
- the Chrysalis pack ;

th

The last version of MorphOS (3.5.1) is available since 17 February 2014.
th

2192 licences MorphOS licenses were sold on 22 January 2014 (see evolution of sales).

- Worldmap of MorphOS
Users ;

David ‘Daff’ Brunet proposes on Obligement a test of the last version of MorphOS.

- Worlmap of MorphOS
hardware (to sold, to give,
to test).

Leif Salomonsson updates his 64 bits filesystem named IceFileSystem.
Hollywood 5.3 and Hollywood Designer are available for sale here.

If you wish to join the
WarMUp Association, feel
free to return this
membership form for the
year 2014.

Juan Carlos 'Templario' Herran Martin releases a new version of its media player VAMP using
the Hollywood plugins.
On the occasion of their 20th anniversary, the development team MorgueSoft offers an ISO
image containing all their software.
The famous tracker DigiBooster 3 is finally available for sale.
Antoine ‘Tcheko' Dubourg continues working on his DJ software named SoundBankster and
also offers an update of its convenience HotCorner for assigning functions to each corner of
your office (Tcheko website).
Carsten 'pegasossigi' Siegner proposes :
-
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InstantZip 2.1.2, a tool to easily create Zip archives ;
Spreedy 0.3, an simple but powerful table editor ;
get_exif_info.lha, will retrieve all the Exif data of your photos ;
DiaShow_1.2, a simple image viewer ;
APng_1.0.lha, an APNG movie player ;
wifi_sbar_1.0.lha, displays the signal of your wireless connection in the tittle bar ;
wifi_list_1.0.lha, used to list the available wireless networks..

Stefan 'Kronos' Kleinheinrich makes available a new version of SteamDraw, a vector graphics
editor for MorphOS.
Gregorz ‘Krashan’ Kraszewski proposes a Reggae decoder for DigiBooster 2.x/3.x music
modules and RGetSize, a tool reporting width and height of any image or video recognized by
Reggae.
Stefan 'Develin' Blixth of OnyxSoft group proposes an update of SnapIT, a tool wich grabs
screens and windows and ZoomIT.pobj, a screen zoom as an Ambient panel object..
jPV^RNO makes available JukeboxVolumizer, a Lua script automatically adjusting volume in
Jukebox.
Fabien 'Fab' Coeurjoly updates his scripts YouTube.js and YouTube_Fullscreen_Fix.js to
properly view YouTube videos in HTML5 format on Odyssey, the browser integrated to
MorphOS.

The Cherry Darling society makes available Ace Of Hearts Casino Poker, an exciting mix of slot
machine and poker game, all in a "Casino" style.
Paweł 'Stefkos' Stefański makes available a new version of his port of OpenXcom.
James Jacobs proposes MCE (Multi-game Character Editor), allow editing of character files,
saved games and high score tables for 50 games.
David 'Daff' Brunet published the results of the Amiga Games Award 2013, best games of
various Amiga platforms (AmigaOS 68k, AmigaOS 4.x, MorphOS and AROS) for the year 2013.

James Jacobs proposes a new version of AmiArcadia, a signetics-based machines emulator.

Tobias 'saib0t' Karlsson, webmaster of MorphOS Nordic, proposes an interview of Guido 'Geit'
Mersmann, the author of many software for MorphOS including the famous package manager
Grunch.

WArMUp logo realised by Templario and webzine model realized by TUBbrain.
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